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In this article, Human Factors xpert, Dr. Nanc Grugle
provides an introduction to the science of human factors and
the concepts utilized  human factors experts to design
products and environments that minimize human error related
mishaps.

HUMAN ERROR: APPLYING HUMAN FACTORS TO YOUR CASES

Human error is estimated to cause 94% of all vehicle crashes and etween
75% and 95% of all industrial accidents. With such high estimates of human
error in accidents, human factors is often a critical consideration in legal
disputes.
Human factors experts have specialized knowledge of human capailities
and limitations and how humans interact with technolog and the
environment. The analze the design, operation, maintenance, and use of
products, sstems, and environments to determine what proper design
measures, if an, were taken into account  a product manufacturer or
what proper operational measures were taken  an emploer to minimize
human error. Human Factors experts are also frequentl retained to
evaluate the actions of individuals within particular environments to help
understand the audile, visual, and instructional cues that guided their
ehavior.
Our human factors experts appl their expertise across various disciplines;
in this article we will focus on vehicle crashes, product liailit, and
workplace safet applications.
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HUMAN FACTORS IN TRANSPORTATION CASES

Human factors experts frequentl analze visiilit/conspicuit and
perception-reaction time, ut human factors experts also have specialized
knowledge in specific aspects of transportation cases. Areas of
investigation include drows driving, distracted driving and roadwa and
work zone set up and design.
Drows Driving

The American Automoile Association (AAA) estimates that drows driving
causes over 16% of deadl crashes and over 12% of injur crashes on U..
roadwas. Human factors experts with specialized knowledge in sleep
deprivation and fatigue analze a driver’s sleep/wake histor to determine
whether the driver was sufficientl sleep-deprived or fatigued to cause
impairment and whether fatigue plaed a role in the collision.
Although truck drivers and shift workers are particularl susceptile to
drows driving, drows driving is an epidemic that affects all drivers. The
critical factor is a person’s sleep/wake histor, not the particular activit that
a person was performing while awake. It is also important that commercial
drivers can e in violation of hours-of-service (HO) regulations and not e
fatigued and, conversel, a driver can e in compliance with HO
regulations and e fatigued.
[For more information see our article on leep Deprivation in Commercial
Driving (/articles/asleep-at-the-wheel-sleep-deprivation-and-fatigue-incommercial-trucking)]
Distracted Driving

In 2014, 3,179 people were killed, and 431,000 were injured in crashes
involving distracted drivers (www.distraction.gov). While it is widel known
that all distractions increase crash risk, there are several methods that
human factors experts use to measure the crash risk of different tpes of
distracted driving and to determine if a particular device or activit is, in
fact, distracting to drivers.
Driving distractions can e categorized into three main areas: visual,
manual, and cognitive. Visual distractions are ojects that take the driver’s
visual attention awa from the road and driving environment. Manual
distractions are ojects that take a driver’s hands off the wheel. Cognitive
distraction involves a driver using their rain to process information not
related to the driving task.
An activit that takes a driver’s ees off the road for more than two
seconds doules the risk of a crash; however, distractions that require a
comination of visual, manual, and cognitive resources are the most risk.
For example, texting while driving raises a driver’s crash risk  23 times.
As shown in Figure 1, a driver who is texting is manuall distracted 
holding and manipulating the phone, visuall distracted  looking at the
screen, and cognitivel distracted  the content of the text conversation.

Figure 1. Distraction from a cell phone

[For more information see our article on Distracted Driving
(/articles/distracted-driving-expert-witness)]
Roadwa Design

Human factors experts also analze the impact of the design and condition
of a roadwa environment on a driver’s performance. Investigations include
determining whether the traffic control devices, pavement markings, or
signage were visile, whether the were consistent with a driver’s
expectations, whether the caused the driver to take a particular action,
and whether the were sufficient to prevent a collision.
Ke human factors issues in roadwa design cases include expectanc and
positive guidance. xpectanc relates to a driver’s readiness and ailit to
respond to situations, vehicles, and information that the encounter on the

roadwa in predictale and successful was. This includes a driver
expecting traffic control devices to operate in accordance with estalished
conventions so the can respond safel and appropriatel. Positive
guidance is the concept that drivers can safel avoid hazards when the
roadwa environment provides sufficient information where/when it is
needed and in a form that is eas to understand. Positive guidance is
provided to drivers through traffic signs, pavement markings, traffic control
devices, and perhaps most importantl,  the view of the road ahead.
When drivers’ expectancies are violated or when positive guidance is not
provided, drivers ma respond more slowl, incorrectl, or not at all.
As an example, the traffic control devices shown in Figure 2 provide
positive guidance to drivers so the can safel navigate the work zone. The
traffic light tells drivers when it is safe to proceed, the arrels guide their
path, and the height clearance sign is provided so that trucks can safel
navigate under the temporar traffic light.

Figure 2. Work zone design

HUMAN FACTORS IN PRODUCT LIABILITY CASES

In addition to analzing product warnings and instructions, human factors
experts appl the hazard control hierarch to the design of product user
interfaces. Human factors areas of investigation in product liailit cases
include feedack, affordances, compatiilit, and foreseeale use and
misuse.
Feedack

Feedack is the visual, auditor or haptic information that the product gives
the user so the can operate and maintain it correctl and safel. Adequate
feedack minimizes user error. However, when operators are not provided
with adequate feedack, the ma respond incorrectl or not at all.

Affordances

The term affordance refers to the idea that the characteristics of an oject
“suggest” how an oject ma e interacted with to a user. For example, a
kno affords twisting, a utton affords pushing, and a handle affords
pulling, etc. When the affordance conveed to the user conflicts with how
the product actuall works, errors result.
Control-Displa Compatiilit

Movement or control-displa compatiilit refers to the relationship
etween the movement of displas and controls and the response of the
sstem eing displaed or controlled. User error is minimized when
controls and displas are compatile. When users are confronted with a
product where the control and displa are incompatile or, in other words,
their actions do not produce the expected result, their reaction time is
slower and errors are made.
Foreseeale Use and Misuse

Products should e designed to e safe under all conditions of foreseeale
use and misuse. User testing is one method to identif the how actual users
will interact with a product. User testing can also help engineers and
designers identif potential hazards that users ma encounter while using a
product.
HUMAN FACTORS IN WORKPLACE SAFETY CASES

Work Design/Occupational rgonomics

Human factors is also applied to the design of a worker’s jo. This means
adjusting the requirements of a worker’s phsical and mental tasks to
accommodate his or her capailities and limitations. Work design concepts
include workstation design and ergonomics, equipment user-interface
design, and control-displa design. If, for example, the jo requires lifting of
parts or equipment that is heav, a mechanical lift should e provided to
prevent injur. Or, if an inspection task requires sustained attention or
vigilance, technolog should e provided to assist the worker. In some
cases, the human’s role in a particular jo should e eliminated altogether.
When work tasks, equipment, and facilities are designed in accordance
with human capailities and limitations, the numer of errors and injuries
are minimized.
Fatigue and hift Work

Human factors experts also address fatigue and shift work. Critical aspects
of shift work that affect safet include long shifts, overnight shifts, and
irregularl scheduled shifts. Working long hours and overtime prevents
emploees from getting enough hours of sleep to ensure proper
functioning throughout the da. Overnight shifts and irregularl scheduled
shifts disrupt a worker’s ailit to get sufficient qualit and quantit of sleep
ecause the work schedule conflicts with the od’s circadian rhthm. The
circadian rhthm is a iological function that regulates a person’s
wakefulness and sleepiness. A conflict occurs when the work shift requires
a worker to e awake during the iological night and asleep during the
iological da. As a result of this conflict, shift workers are often chronicall
sleep-deprived. leep-deprived workers are 70 percent more likel to e

involved in work-related accidents and workers reporting distured sleep
and excessive datime sleepiness are almost twice as likel to die in a
work-related accident.
Workers that exhiit signs of fatigue such as falling asleep on rest reaks
as depicted in Figure 3 are an indication to emploers that fatigue and/or
shift work is a safet issue that needs to e addressed. The risk of fatiguerelated work accidents is decreased when emploers educate emploees
aout the effects of shiftwork and when work schedules are optimized to
allow emploees to get adequate restorative sleep.

Figure 3. hift worker fatigue

[For more information see our article on leep Deprivation in Industrial
Accidents (/articles/shift-work-sleep-deprivation-and-industrial-accidentsexpert-article)]

HUMAN FACTORS EXPERTS

Human Factors is a specialized area of expertise that can e applied to
man tpes of cases involving human error. Our human factors experts
have spent man ears in industr, government, and academia researching
human performance and designing consumer and commercial products,
roadwa environments, workplace safet and training programs, and
warnings and instructions. Our experts use a comination of accident
analsis techniques, knowledge of human ehavior and performance, and
experience investigating human error to evaluate the human factors
aspects of each case.
For more information visit our Human Factors (/practice-areas/humanfactors-expert) practice page.
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